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Assigned Reading: Carter, C. Allen. The Rod, the Ladder, and the Skull. 
 

Identity is Isolation 

 Our identity is developed through our language.  In “The Rod, the Ladder, and the Skull,” 

C. Allen Carter gives presence to the divisiveness of identity.  As much as identity can connect 

us to other social groups, it separates us from others because we define ourselves “against 

opposing sets of terms” (Carter 6).  Viewing identification through the lens of isolation helps 

us to better understand the guilt present in hierarchy and the scapegoat process. 

 To clarify, it may initially seem in the text as though identification as a process of 

socializing because of Carter’s emphasis on “social strata” and the impact of the moral negative 

on our “class” (9).  However, the important metaphor for hierarchy is the ladder.  The ladder 

gives presence to the individualism of the hierarchical system, because there can only be one 

person on each “rung” of the ladder.  According to Carter, “everyone feels there are both lower 

and higher rungs available,” which means that we are able to directly compare ourselves to those 

who are above or below us, even if they are classified as being in the same social group as us (9).  

The ladder hierarchy isolates us because we are forced to acknowledge both our guilt for 

not being higher on the ladder and our guilt for looking down on those lower than us. 

 Our identities are formed by the negative, as Carter states, but only because our identities 

are so closely tied to our actions, which are moralized by the negative.  We cannot identify 

ourselves as compared to others without implying that “all ought to be this, and none be that” 

(7).  Therefore it follows that we associate our hierarchical placement not only based on our 



actions, but on our identity.  Because of this association, we are more inclined to experience 

guilt because we feel that our placement is determined more by who we are than by what 

we do.  When we feel guilt based on who we are, we feel isolated from those we feel have a 

‘better’ identity than our own and ultimately create an isolation from those who we feel have a 

‘worse’ identity than our own. 

 When we make immoral decisions, we feel guilt which leads us to become the 

“hierarchy-pressured” (10).  Hierarchy-pressure is the need to maintain a high position on the 

ladder in order to maintain the self-worth we associate with our identity.  To maintain our 

position on the ladder, we often turn to “lowering the status…of someone else” (9).  Because the 

people made present to us by the ladder system of hierarchy often share a social strata with us, 

we recognize our connection.  In the scapegoat process, we isolate ourselves from something we 

feel a guilty connection to, which causes our position in the hierarchy to move ‘higher’ and the 

scapegoat’s position to move ‘lower’ (18).  The scapegoat process is the most isolating part of 

our identity because it forces us to recognize a similarity and intentionally reform our ideas 

and actions to create a disconnect from that person or group. 

 Our identity isolates us from others because of the divisive negative and hierarchy-

pressure.  We use the scapegoat process to maintain a sense of position on the ladder, and in turn 

isolate ourselves from members of our immediate social strata.  Ultimately, we use the scapegoat 

to represent evil so that we feel less like we are a representation of evil.  We utilize tools of 

isolation to avoid our guilt.  
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